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Vibratory characteristics of healthy female
vocal folds. Evidence from HSDI
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Abstract
Laryngeal images obtained from HSDI of healthy females were examined with customized software that delineated glottal edges and used the Hilbert transform based method
of analysis to provide objective quantification of glottal perturbation; transformed glottal
cycles provided visual patterns on the overall vibratory dynamics. Data showed absence
of homogenous glottal vibratory patterns: clear (50%), pressed (27%), breathy (15%), or
a mixed voice quality (8%). Perturbation range for jitter and shimmer were small and did
not discriminate these patterns.
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Aim
The relationship between vocal fold (VF) vibration and voice quality (VQ) has been the
source of numerous investigations [1-5]. While this research suggested that several
acoustic and physiologic features might be used to differentiate voices, a direct acoustic
relationship to accurately differentiate dysphonias has not been established. Failure to
find a strong relationship between VQ and VF vibration may be related in part to the
quantitative methods employed which are insufficiently sensitive to detect differences or
discriminate between categories of pathology. Conversely, it could be related to the poor
reliability inherent in making perceptual judgments of VQ.
The introduction of laryngovideostroboscopy (LVS) has advanced the understanding of both normal and abnormal VF vibrations [6-8], but it cannot be accurately used
on highly perturbed voices that make up much of the clinical population. Development
in high-speed solid-state cameras, electronics, and computers has recently made highspeed digital imaging (HSDI) a potentially practical tool to study VF vibrations regardless
of perturbation levels [9]. With the capacity to capture 8000 or more f/s, HSDI has the
potential to provide information on every cycle of glottal vibration rather than the LVS
averaging over several cycles. With appropriate software, HSDI also has the possibility of
providing objective measures not subject to observation bias and preconceived notions.
However, its clinical application are limited because vibratory appearance is different
than that seen with LVS and there is little or no normative data on which to compare
disordered speakers. Without such references inaccurate conclusions can be made and
erroneous treatment prescribed.
The focus of this study is therefore to examine the VF vibratory patterns using HSDI
and image processing methods to characterize vibratory patterns according to age, gender, and pathology. The specific aim of this study was to characterize normal VF vibratory patterns and variations across age and gender in terms of periodicity, perturbation,
and open-closed timing characteristics. The significance of this study is that it provides a
comprehensive database of vibratory patterns across age and gender, which has direct
implication for assessment and management of patients with voice disorders.
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Introduction
Information about VF vibration is crucial in understanding the mechanism of normal and
abnormal voice production. The relationship between VF vibrations and VQ in dysphonic
voices is not clear-cut. Historically the relationship between the two has been studied
with various techniques such as acoustic, aerodynamics, and LVS [6-8, 10-12]. With the
exception of LVS, these techniques provided information regarding voice output from
both the vocal tract and the glottal source. The main drawback in using these techniques
is that the glottal source information has to be inferred by subtracting the vocal tract
filter effect [13]. In conditions of aperiodic voices, these inferences are hard to make and
understanding glottal characteristics for disordered voices remain problematic [14].
The one exception, LVS, introduced a novel way of visualizing the rapid VF vibrations
and opened new doors to the study of vocal function [6-8, 15-18]. It uses a stroboscopic
light that flashes at periodic intervals of VF fundamental frequency to reconstruct an
illusion of a still image. A slow motion image can be obtained by flashing the strobe
lights at intervals that slightly offset the glottal fundamental frequency. Although useful
in study- ing normal and periodic vocal vibrations, LVS easily misses details of cycle-tocycle events, especially in dysphonic voices in which aperiodicity is the main characteristic [7-8].
High-speed imaging on the other hand enables visualization of each cycle, but until
recently was not clinically practical. In the last four decades, a substantial amount of information on VF vibratory dynamics has been obtained from the analysis of laryngeal images acquired from high-speed photography. Among the earliest and most useful works
were those by von Leden et al. [19-21], whose works on high-speed cinematography
image analysis of a few minutes of vibration provided the initial bases of understanding
of VF vibration. Despite the impressive amount of information obtained from their studies, the equipment used then was clinically impractical (see Chapter 5 in Volume I of this
publication).
During the last decade new state-of-the-art technology using solid-state cameras and
digital imaging has been introduced for laryngeal imaging [9, 22-24]. The newer digital
imaging technology has not only drastically reduced the size of the camera, but has also
made the equipment more user-friendly by incorporating tools for simultaneous capturing of the acoustic and laryngographic signals. In addition, recent advances in digital image analysis techniques and improved computer storage capability have recently spurred
a resurgence of interest in using high-speed digital imaging (HSDI) for studying VF vibrations in the clinical population [25-29].
Unfortunately for clinical users, the database of normal speakers on which to compare laryngeal disorders is scarce. It is unknown for example how VF imaged with this
technique differ by age or gender. Also unknown is how VF vibration differs with changes
in phonatory tasks in speakers without voice complaints. Without this information, identification of what is normal and disordered is problematic.
Quantification of vibratory characteristics from glottal area waveform
Although the capabilities of HSDI to differentiate pathologies have not been demonstrated before, it is believed that the cycle-to-cycle information obtained from this technology will provide the means to differentiate different voices [30]. The differentiation can
be made based on measurements derived from glottal area waveforms (GAW) [19]. The
GAW contains useful information on VF vibratory characteristics such as open quotient
(OQ) and speed quotient (SQ)—timing measures which have been shown to provide
valuable information on the nature of VF closure [15, 31-32]. Using GAW can also potentially provide objectively quantified measures of periodicity and aperiodicity from cycleto-cycle variations in frequency and amplitude [23].
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The biggest challenge in using HSDI lies in the enormous task of analyzing and maximizing the enormous amount of data recorded at a rate of 2000-4000 or more f/s. Until
recently the technique lacked an analytical approach and customized software programs
were applied to both process the data and to extract from these images useful information on VF vibrations [30].
Image analysis software
One widely used analysis program, Kay’s Image Processing Software (KIPS) developed
by Kay Elemetrics Corp. (Lincoln Park, NJ), has several useful tools for image processing.
However, a preliminary study (presented to the Communicative Disorders Research Committee, University of Wisconsin, unpublished data, 2002) to determine its capability and
reliability found that it: 1) lacked sensitivity for glottal edge detection; 2) showed a wide
margin of error when calculating the glottal area waveform; 3) was not capable of analyzing more than 4-5 segments of images at one time; and 4) did not allow manipulation of
raw data accompanying the glottal waveforms. Other systems are reviewed in Volume I
of this publication.
Analysis using Hilbert transformation of GAW
To correct the deficits and guided by the preliminary data, a new approach was developed [33]. This new analysis software was more sensitive for glottal edge detection and
had better capability to analyze longer segments of data with useful parameters to differentiate voices. The program applied Hilbert transformation on the glottal area waveform
(GAW) to produce an analytic signal. This is demonstrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Generation of a phase plot uses the
concept of sinusoidal motion as the projection of a circular motion (Im: imaginary part;
Re: real part of the complex signal). Diagram
adopted from Yan et al. [33].

An analytic signal is a signal defined in a complex plane. It consists of the real part
and the imaginary part contributed by Hilbert transformation of the real signal. Any sinusoidal wave x(t)=Acos(ωt+ϴ) can be converted to an analytic signal z(t)=Aej(ωt+ϴ) by applying Hilbert transform to generate a phase-quadrature component y(t)=Asin(ωt+ϴ),
which serves as the imaginary part of the complex: Aej(ωt+ϴ)=Acos(ωt+ϴ)+ jAsin(ωt+ϴ). An
analytic phase plot is a polar plot that graphs the real part x(t) versus the imaginary part
y(t) of the analytic signal z(t).
Hilbert Transform-based approach is useful in analyzing slightly perturbed signals or
signals containing a single oscillatory mode such as GAW [34] as it provides a unique
means to define instantaneous frequency. Instantaneous frequency is used to describe
the varying local frequency in the non-linear GAW signal. The instantaneous trace of the
analytic signal can be plotted in an analytic phase plot or the Nyquist plot to reflect the
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characteristic of the vibration. This is demonstrated in Figure 2. Pure sinusoidal glottal
wave should appear as a round circle in a Nyquist’s plot whereas perturbed sine waves
will show deviation from the circle. The shape and degree of scattering around the plot
provides a visual representation of the vibratory characteristics and perturbation within
and across the vibratory cycles. Quantitative measures of glottal perturbation, or jitter
and shimmer can be obtained from the distribution of the analytic amplitude and the
instantaneous frequency of the analyzed GAW.

Figure 2. (Top) A stylized illustration of a Nyquist plot tracing from Hilbert transformed
GAW for one and a half cycles of vibration. Tracing of subsequent cycles will be overlaid
on the plot. (Bottom) The scattering on the plot reflects the intra cycle variation and the
shapes of the trace reflects the intra and inter cycle variation.
Jitter and shimmer
Jitter and shimmer matrices have been used in analyzing acoustic signals from voice
output [35-37]. These measures refer to the short term cycle-to-cycle variations in frequency and amplitude. Consequently, we adopted the terms jitterGAW and shimmerGAW
to generically refer to frequency and amplitude variation from the analyzed GAW. These
values are calculated as the percentages of their standard deviation over their means for
the length of the analyzed phonation. The perturbation plot (Figure 3) was obtained to
portray the degree of jitter and shimmer for each phonation by plotting the cycle-to-cycle frequency and amplitude deviation around their means. Fundamental frequency (F0)
was obtained using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). The open quotient (OQ), which is
the ratio between the duration of the opening time to the duration of the glottal cycle
[19], was calculated based on the normalized GAW generated.
The analysis tool described above was applied to investigate the relationships between VF vibration and different types of phonation in healthy speakers and in speakers
with voice pathology (see Chapter 15). In particular the variations in vibratory characteristics across age and gender spectrum were addressed [38-39]. These variations form a
basis to explain overlap or deviations of patterns of speakers with vocal pathology.
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Figure 3. Perturbation plot
of cycle-to-cycle frequency
and amplitude deviation
around their means.

Methods
The first part of the study involved HSDI recording of two professional speakers with
extensive voice training sustaining the /i/ phonations at different pitch and loudness.
Additionally, recordings of these phonations were made with extremes in voice quality such as in breathy, pressed, fry and supraglottal hyperfunctional phonations. Due to
the extensive experience these two speakers had in producing these voices no specific
instructions were given regarding the glottal postures to adopt during these productions.
On reviewing the images the following features were observed: a clear voice at comfortable pitch and loudness was produced with gradual apposition of the VF at the onset of the phonation so that the membranous VF touch each other while maintaining
periodic vibration throughout the voice production; a breathy voice was produced with
a persistent opening along the vibratory surface of the glottis that allowed increased
airflow into the glottis during phonation; a pressed voice was produced using a glottal
configuration whereby the VF were kept together for a relatively longer period of time
during the most part of the cycle by medial rotation of the arytenoid cartilages; a glottal
fry was produced with a very low mode of vibration such that an audible pulse could be
heard with each cycle; and finally, a supraglottal hyperfunctional voice was produced by
simultaneous engagement of the false VF during phonation. The salient vibratory features from these simulated productions were identified and used as reference patterns
in the following stages of the study.
The second stage of the study involved examination of VF vibratory patterns in 63
normal subjects (26 young females, 20 elderly females, and 17 young males) whose voices had been judged as normal and appropriate for age and gender, and who had no voice
complaints, history of voice or hearing disorders or respiratory problems or other serious
medical problems. HSDI of sustained /i/ phonation at different pitch and loudness levels
were recorded in a single session. Six subjects were randomly selected to repeat the recording procedure to determine reliability of recordings.
It was anticipated that the normal speakers would demonstrate part and not all of
the vibratory features of the simulated voice productions. For these normal speakers, the
terminologies (e.g., clear, pressed, breathy) will refer specifically to the referenced vibratory patterns and not their VQs, which were judged as normal.
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Image acquisition
The laryngeal vibratory images were acquired using KayPENTAX high-speed digital imaging (HSDI) system (model 9700), which consisted of a high-speed camera attached to
a 70° rigid endoscope and a 300 W Halogen light source. The system recorded the images at a rate of 2000 f/s with a spatial resolution of 160 x 140 pixels. The sampling rate
was considered adequate to resolve the actual laryngeal vibration as the HSDI captured
the vibratory dynamics directly with little or no vocal tract effects. A headset cardioid
microphone (Shure, Niles, IL) was placed 4 cm from the angle of the mouth and two
electroglottography (EGG-Kay Pentax Model 6103) discs were strapped to the neck using a velcro belt. The acoustic and EGG signals were simultaneously recorded and linked
through KayPENTAX produced HSDI software to the video images.
To get a good view of the larynx the subject was instructed to lean forward with his/
her chin tilted upward to face the examiner. The subject was then asked to produce a sustained phonation of vowel /i/ while the examiner held the tongue and passed the rigid
endoscope orally toward the posterior pharynx until the entire superior view of the larynx was obtained. The vowel /i/ was chosen because it lowered the tongue and provided
the best view of the larynx with the rigid endoscope. The sustained phonation tasks subsequently recorded included the repeated utterance of /i/ at an approximate rate of two
per second for: 1) normal pitch and loudness; 2) normal pitch and loud phonation; and
3) high pitched normal loudness. Once the laryngeal image was in full view, the ‘record’
button was engaged and the system stored the last 2 seconds of the sustained phonation. The images obtained together with the acoustic and EGG data were saved on a DVD
or CD for analysis.
Image analysis
The two seconds or 4000 frames of the recording were played back to view and locate
segments with uniform and full view of the VF. Segments with excessive vertical and horizontal movements produced either by the examiner operating the camera or the subjects were rejected from analysis. A montage of the selected segment, which comprises
a continuous series of still images displayed frame-by-frame, was examined to visually
confirm the uniformity of the image segment. The GAW was then generated automatically by delineating the glottal edges in each frame throughout the selected image segments using the “thresholding” method as described in Yan et al. [33]. The instantaneous
frequency and amplitude were obtained by applying the Hilbert transform to the GAW.
To eliminate variables due to anatomical differences in length of the vocal tract among
the subjects, a normalized GAW was used.
Quantitative measures
The automated analysis of a typical segment uses the principles of Hilbert transformation
described above and the detailed algorithm to obtain the analytic signal was described
in Yan et al. [33]. Frequency and amplitude variations generated from the analytic signal
provided a means to quantify glottal perturbation and characterize the vibratory patterns. Nyquist and perturbation plots visually represent the vibratory characteristics of
the entire voice sample. Other quantitative measures derived included the open quotient (OQ) as well as the mean and standard deviation of frequency and amplitude.
OQ is the ratio between the duration of the opening time to the duration of the glottal cycle. OQ was calculated based on the normalized GAW generated and corroborated
by visual inspection of the montage images. With the camera speed of 2000 f/sec, a
complete closure phase cannot be absolutely confirmed so a closed phase was chosen at
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3-5% of the full GAW opening. Thus if the glottis area is less than 5% of the full opening,
the glottis is considered as closed.
The frequency and amplitude perturbation, jitterGAW and shimmerGAW were calculated
as the percentage of their standard deviations over their means throughout the phonation. The F0 was obtained using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT).
For the normal speakers, segments of 600 frames of images at comfortable pitch and
loudness were analyzed for each phonation. However, longer segments of up to 1000
frames were required for the pathology group so as not to miss intermittent events that
usually characterize these voices. This means that depending on the individual subject’s
F0, the number of cycles analyzed for each phonation ranges approximately from 30 to
100 cycles in normal speakers and up to 200 cycles in speakers with vocal pathology.
Reliability of measurements
To determine the reliability of the measurements, repeated series of 300, 600, and 1000
frames of stable images taken from different parts of the 4000 frames throughout the
same recording were analyzed for six of the normal subjects. Also for these six subjects
two series of images containing 600 frames each, taken from recordings made on separate days, were similarly analyzed.
Results
Nyquist patterns from simulated voices
Analysis of the GAW from the two professional speakers showed distinctive vibratory
characteristics attributed to open-closed timings and perturbation for clear, breathy,
pressed, fry, and supraglottal hyperfunctional voices. Figure 4 shows the vibratory patterns from one of the speaker.
GAW for the clear voice production was highly periodic and near-sinusoidal. The generated Nyquist plot appeared as almost a circle. The rim of the plot was thin and the
scattering around the circumference was minimal. The average OQ was comparatively
long, about 0.75. A distinct feature in the montage of part of the analyzed segment was
the persistent posterior glottal gaps, involving mainly the cartilaginous part, during the
closed phase of the cycles. JitterGAW was about 1% and shimmerGAW was 1.8%—fairly small
values compared to the rest of the pattern groups.

Figure 4. Nyquist reference patterns from simulated clear, pressed, breathy, fry and supraglottal hyperfunctional voice produced by a professional speaker.
Like the clear voice, the GAW for the breathy voice was also almost sinusoidal. The
Nyquist plot had a similar rounded shape but the scattering at the rim is more widespread (see Figure 4). JitterGAW was 2.4% and the shimmerGAW was 3.6%, a relative increase in both measures compared to those from the clear voice. The montage of the
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selected cycles showed persistence of the posterior glottal gap, not only involving the
cartilaginous part but also extending into the membranous part, producing no moments
of complete closure throughout the glottal cycle. The OQ value of 0.83 based on the
automatic threshold described previously in the method-quantification section did not
coincide visually with the visual examination of the frames that showed “no complete
closure” of the VF. It is possible that there was closure beneath the visual opening, but
with the camera speed of 2000 f/s the visual finding cannot be absolutely confirmed. It
may be possible to demonstrate the complete closure if the camera speed is increased
from 6000-8000 f/s.
In the pressed voice quality, the Nyquist plot showed a flattened edge on the left side
of the plot, which was attributed to the long closed phase of the cycles. OQ value was
greatly reduced to 0.26 and jitterGAW and shimmerGAW values were markedly increased to
12.4% and 6%, respectively.
The Nyquist pattern for the vocal fry was somewhat similar to the pressed pattern
in that there was a flattened edge on the left side of the plot which was related to the
extremely long closed phase as seen in the GAW. The OQ was 0.18—an exceptionally
short period compared to other productions. The rest of the plot was fairly circular with
intermittent scattering seen in the circumference of the rim. The jitter was 4.9 % and the
shimmer was 5%.
Finally, the Nyquist pattern for the supraglottal hyperfunctional voice has an overall
configuration similar to a heart shape with a flattened left side of the plot. The jitter and
shimmer are 2.08% and 5.82%, respectively.
Nyquist patterns from subject groups
Figure 5 shows the Nyquist patterns of 24 of the 63 subjects analyzed and Figure 6
showed the distribution of the patterns across age and gender. These 63 subjects produced voices judged by the examining physician and speech-pathologists team as normal. Their GAW and Nyquist patterns were compared to the reference patterns from the
professional speakers’ productions and grouped into four distinct patterns designated as
patterns I, II, III and IV.
Pattern I, had vibratory patterns associated with clear voice. Pattern II,represents
pressed voice and pattern III a breathy voice productions. Pattern IV showed characteristics that were different from the previous 3 patterns described above. Pattern IV was
characterized by distortions in the roundness and shape of the Nyquist plot. No specific
voice quality had been assigned to the pattern.
The young female speakers
The GAW and Nyquist plots for the normal young female speakers showed individual
differences with the majority (50%) demonstrating vibratory pattern I followed by 27%
with pattern II, 15% with pattern III, and 8% with pattern IV. Average jitterGAW and shimmerGAW values were low; mean of 1.8% and SD of 0.7 and mean of 3.7% and SD of 1.3,
respectively (Figures 6 and 7).
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Figure 5. Nyquist plot patterns obtained from analysis of GAW from HSDI of sustained
phonation /i/; from 24 of 63 normal speakers, male and female, young and old: A) pattern I is associated with a clear voice—designated by a round circle with a thin rim
around the circumference; B) pattern II is associated with pressed voice—designated
by a straight edge on the left side of the circles that coincide with the long closed phase
of the vibratory cycles; C) pattern III is associated with a breathy voice—designated by a
circular plot with a thicker rim that reflects the wide cycle-to-cycle variation in amplitude
and frequency; and D) pattern IV shows wide distortions in the general shape and roundness of the circle not yet associated with a specific voice quality.

Figure 6. Distribution of Nyquist patterns I-IV among the normal speakers across
age and gender.
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The elderly female speakers
Like the younger speakers, the analysis of the GAW and Nyquist plots from the elderly
speakers showed that these speakers could also be grouped into the four groups (I-IV).
However, the distribution across the four patterns were different (Figure 6). The majority of the elderly speakers (45%) exhibited glottal vibratory characteristics associated
with the pressed voice pattern (pattern II) followed by atypical shape or pattern IV (25%)
Breathy pattern, or pattern III, was found for 20% of elderly female speakers and clear
voice, or Pattern I, was found in 10%. Pattern IV consisted of features with exaggerated
or mixed patterns of breathiness and overpressure. Breathiness and overpressure was
defined acoustically in the past [40].
On the whole there were fewer glottal gaps seen among the older speakers (70%
compared to 88% in the younger speakers), but older speakers showed more anterior
gaps (21%) as compared to younger speakers (9%). Perturbation levels were also higher
and the ranges were wider among the elderly speakers: jitter range of 1.3 -8.6% with a
mean of 3.8 and SD of 1.8 and shimmer range of 3.2-15.6% with a mean of 6.2 and SD
of 3.2 (Figure 7).

Figure 7. The range of jitterGAW and shimmerGAW among the normal
speakers across age and gender.
The young male speakers
GAW from the 17 young male speakers showed patterns that differed from the young female speakers in a number of ways. The male speakers demonstrated only 3 out of the 4
vibratory patterns recognized in the young female group (Figure 6). The majority of them
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(70%) showed vibratory pattern II (pressed voice pattern). This was followed by pattern
I (clear voice pattern - 24%) and pattern IV (non-specific - 6%). Pattern III, or the breathy
vibratory pattern, was not demonstrated. Also not seen in the male speakers were the
posterior glottal gaps. Mean jitterGAW and shimmerGAW values of 2.4% (SD=0.9) and 3.8%
(SD=1.4), respectively, were comparable to the young female speakers (Figure 7).
Results from reliability studies
Repeated measurements of GAW taken from six of the normal subjects were made to
assess reliability on three different groups of measurements. In the first group, comparisons were made when different lengths of image series were used. For this purpose we
compared series containing 300, 600, and 1000 frames from one selected section of the
subjects’ recorded phonation.
In the second group, comparisons were made to ascertain reliability when image
series taken from different locations of the same recording were taken. For this we took
three series of 600 frames from different parts throughout the 4000 image frames.
In the final group, measurements were made on 600 frames of different tokens taken
from separate recordings. The Nyquist plot patterns, mean and fundamental frequencies, jitter, and shimmer showed minimal differences in the measured parameters when
different segment-lengths were compared. They also showed minimal differences when
series of the same lengths at different video segments were compared [38].
Comparisons for different tokens of productions for the two subjects phonating on
separate occasions showed that their Nyquist patterns on those occasions were not identical but were relatively comparable in terms of shape. Perturbation measures were also
not identical but similarly comparable [38].
Discussion
Vibratory characteristics of normal speakers
The analysis of VF vibrations in this sample of normal speakers revealed that voices perceived as “normal” varied in their vibratory characteristics. The majority of the speakers
demonstrated the clear and pressed voice vibratory patterns, but other glottal vibratory
patterns, such as breathy and what has been presently described as atypical vibratory
patterns, were also seen in a small number of speakers. The terminology for describing
the glottal waveforms of these normal speakers (e.g., clear, pressed, breathy) were based
on the identified salient features from the simulated voices described previously. Glottal
waveforms attributed to clear, breathy, pressed, and other VQs have also been described
as modal productions from acoustic signals by previous studies [41-43].
Clear voice vibratory patterns differed from pressed voice patterns only in terms of
their closure durations. Closure of the glottis in clear voice production is short compared
to the pressed voice production. However, the regularity of vibration during both productions was high. Glottal perturbation as indicated by jitter and shimmer levels were minimal in both patterns. Among the young speakers, the majority of the females seemed
to adopt the clear voice vibratory patterns with a large open-quotient compared to the
majority of males who adopted the pressed voice pattern. The explanation for this preference could probably be related to the morphological differences between male and
female larynges and how they respond to impact forces. For the female speakers with
relatively smaller and shorter larynges the vibratory forces were received at the middle
of the membranous portion of the VF, which was inadequate to bear the impact forces
[44]. It is possible that one mechanism adopted by female speakers to reduce the impact
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stress on the vibrating surfaces was to minimize the duration of contact as much as possible during closure by functioning with a relatively higher OQ. In males the longer VF
enable these impact forces to be absorbed where the tissues were thicker, which is at
the middle of the VF.
Clinically, pressed voice patterns have been implicated with certain types of voice
disorders. Pressed voice patterns were seen among many cases of vocal nodules [45].
Voice pathologists often prescribed techniques to reduce pressed voice production especially when working with professional voice users [46]. It is interesting however to
note that most cases of adult vocal nodules occur in young females and not males even
though the present study indicated that the majority of the males were using the pressed
voice vibratory configuration. It is highly probable that failure to adopt a configuration
to reduce the impact stress (by shortening the duration of contact time) could have led
to the vocal nodule phenomenon. From the present study it also seemed highly unlikely
that the pressed voice vibratory factor was the only contributor to the development of
vocal nodules. The majority of the elderly speakers examined also adopted the pressed
vibratory pattern but statistics had shown that vocal nodules were not predominant in
elderly females. Further longitudinal studies tracking pressed voice users among females
may shed light as to the relationship between pressed voice and vocal nodules.
The majority of the female speakers in this study also demonstrated persistent glottal
gaps. They were found in all subjects with clear and breathy vibratory patterns and some
subjects with pressed vibratory patterns. The glottal gaps were restricted to the cartilaginous surfaces in the clear voice group but extended to the vibratory surface in the
breathy group. Posterior glottal gaps were more common but more anterior gaps were
found among the elderly group. Linville [47] found higher incidence of anterior glottal
gaps in the elderly voices and she attributed it to a learned phonatory pattern associated
with gender markers.
The Nyquist patterns for the clear and breathy voices had almost similar shapes, but
they differed in the thickness of the rim indicating that the amplitude perturbations in
the breathy voices were much higher than that of the clear voices. Posterior gaps in the
breathy voice groups extended into the vibratory surfaces of the VF. That together with
the longer opening time could have contributed to the higher amplitude variation in
these voices.
Generally female voices had been described as more breathy compared to the males
and this was often attributed to the presence of glottal gaps during phonation [48-50]. It
is clear from our study that the breathiness quality entailed more than just the presence
of glottal gaps as they were also found in pressed voices. Therefore, we may suggest that
even though the presence of posterior glottal gaps offers obvious passages for noise to
be introduced, the passage does not disturb the glottal vibration in a major way as long
as they were limited to the cartilaginous part of the VF. On the other hand the higher amplitude perturbations seen in breathy voices were likely caused by persistent air leakages
through the gaps in the vibratory surfaces of the VF. It was possible that the location of
the gaps resulted in different degrees of breathiness; the more anterior gaps producing
voices that are being perceived as relatively more breathy [51-52].
A small number within this group of normal speakers demonstrated patterns that
suggested mixed or emerging deviant vibratory characteristics. Perturbation levels in this
group especially among the elderly speakers were generally on the higher side of normal.
In the absence of obvious structural abnormality, the higher perturbation levels implied a
vibratory compromise or early vibratory dysfunction. It appeared that exaggerated forms
of these and other patterns of distortions in shape and roundness were found in pathological voices as described in the results sections above.
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Jitter and shimmer for normal speakers
Figure 7 show the perturbation levels and their range in the three groups of normal
speakers. On the whole, the range of glottal perturbation in young speakers, males and
females, across all pattern groups was small. Seventy-five percent of the young subjects
fell below 2.5% and 4.3% for jitter and shimmer, respectively.
Perturbation values were relatively higher and more varied in the elderly speakers.
Seventy percent of speakers fell below 4.7% and 7.9% for jitter and shimmer, respectively. The perturbation values were exceptionally high among pattern IV speakers.
Titze [53] previously described the acoustic perturbation and grouped them under
type I (within 5% variations), type II (intermittent and containing strong subharmonics),
and type III (being random and chaotic). However, the application of these perturbation
matrices to disordered voices had not been reliable in differentiating between them and
cannot be reliably used on type II or III voices. In the present studies the perturbation
occurring in pattern IV among the elderly group fit the type II of the Titze classification.
Limitations of the study
There were several limitations pertaining to image recording and analysis encountered
throughout the study. The biggest challenge was adjusting to differences in recording
between LVS and HSDI. Although relatively small, the HSDI recording is still more cumbersome and unforgiving than LVS. We took extra precautions to ensure good quality
images of the entire length of the VF and to minimize movement artifacts throughout
the phonation. Excessive movements alter the lighting contrast across the image frames
and hinder the automatic edge detection we used. To overcome this limitation, several
shorter segments of the recording using different threshold levels could be analyzed instead of the entire 4000 frames segment in one analysis. In the reliability section of the
study, we found that a 600-frame segment was adequate to represent the phonation in
normal subjects. In cases where voice changes were intermittent, as in some pathological states, a longer or several short segments may be required to capture the vibratory
characteristics of interest. More recent camera models with a wider image field may also
help resolve the movement artifact.
Another limiting factor of our study to be considered was the time needed for analysis. Although the present program that we used requires less than five minutes to automatically analyze 1000 frames of images, prior preparation in setting the image threshold
level required manual adjustment to the settings. Several pre-runs on shorter segments
were usually required to obtain the best threshold level for accurate glottal edge detection. Features such as margin-settings to confine the area of interest help tremendously
to further reduce noise artifacts and shorten analysis time.
Conclusions
The present studies demonstrate the use of HSDI technique in investigating the vibratory
characteristics of normal speakers. Analysis of the GAW revealed that despite the perceived normal voices, there were at least four distinctive vibratory patterns of open-close
timings and degree of perturbation that were related to specific voice qualities exhibited
by normal speakers. In addition, the profiles of these patterns were unique across age
and gender.
The analysis method provided a new and useful perspective in looking at vibratory
patterns, events, and perturbations in speakers regardless of vocal quality or voice severity. The information gained from the analysis of hundreds and thousands of frames from
HSDI recordings afforded a reasonable representation of the phonation studied. Besides
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the objective information it also provided visual patterns that should be easy to interpret for clinical purposes. In addition to looking at specific vibratory characteristics, the
analysis method was also potentially useful for tracking change resulting from treatment.
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